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Introduction 

Thanks very much for volunteering your time to coach this year. We 
hope that you enjoy the season. 
 
Kasson-Mantorville Area Soccer Association is committed to 
providing a positive soccer experience for its players and you are a 
very important part of making this happen. 
 
This manual is designed to give you some basic coaching guidelines 
and help you understand the developmental needs of the children 
you are coaching, which in turn will hopefully help you have a positive 
coaching experience also. The manual also incorporates basic 
guidelines set down by US Youth Soccer. 
 
If you have any questions about the manual or any other coaching 
queries please feel free to contact the KMYSA soccer board. 
 
Contact information is located at www.KMYSA.org . 
 
Have a great season! 
 
 



General Guidelines 
 
FUN – The players enjoying themselves and having a positive soccer experience 
is our Number 1 priority. 

• Get all of the players involved. 
• Let the kids PLAY! 

 
NO LAPS, NO LINES, And NO LECTURES – Eliminate any practices involving 
the players standing around in long lines. We want to maximize the time they 
have with the ball and they will lose interest if they are standing in line. Running 
Laps is a waste of time. You don‟t run laps of the field during a soccer game. 
Refrain from long lectures. Children come to soccer to participate and be active 
not to sit and be lectured for long periods of time. 
 

• Minimize the amount of talking that you do. 
 
ACTIVITY VERSUS DRILL – We want our coaches to use games/activities 
rather than drills. 
 
Drills involve the repetition of movements/patterns exactly the same way each 
time which is unrealistic to what happens during a soccer game. 

 Characteristics of Drills are: Lines, Military, Static, Little Thought, Boring, 
and Age Inappropriate.  

 Characteristics of Activities are: Dynamic, Free Movement, Fun, Decision 
Making, Organized but Unstructured, and Age Appropriate. 

 
Turn "drills" into games. 
 
NO ELIMINATION GAMES – Games can be motivating and competitive without 
eliminating players from them, which typically limits the development of those 
players most in need of learning opportunities.  Good coaches see mistakes as 
part of the learning process and help children to play through them. 
 
FOCUS ON EFFORT – It is imperative that activities are geared towards 
individual success and participation.  Try to have players beat their own scores, 
not those of others. 
Example:  Perform activity and have them keep track of whatever you are trying 
to accomplish.  Ask:  How many can you beat this by?  Try again.  Did they 
increase their individual ability? 
 
PLANNING – Try to plan your practice sessions in advance. Copy the session 
planners and write your session on them for reference if desired. 
 
PLAYER EQUIPMENT – Shin guards, water bottle, tennis shoes (or soccer 
cleats if they have them), Size 4 or 5 soccer ball. 

 



BALLS – Every player should bring a ball to practice. Try to give your players 
some challenges to try (such as juggling or moves) so they can practice those 
before practice while waiting for everyone to arrive rather than just shooting on 
goal as usually happens. 
 
BEHAVIOUR – Try to ensure that your team is well behaved at practices and 
games. Make them aware that when you are talking or demonstrating they 
should be watching and listening. 
 
Although we want all the players to have fun there is definitely a difference 
between „Having fun‟ and „Being disrespectful‟. 
 
COMPETITION – Please remember that soccer at age levels U5 – U10 is Non –
Competitive. 
 
We all realize that players know if they are doing well or not during a game as 
they get older but the idea of non – competitive soccer is that the players are 
allowed to develop without the pressure of having to win. 
 
PARENTS – Keep regular communication channels open with your team 
parents. It‟s a good idea to have short team meetings every month or so out on 
the field after a practice to iron out any problems and to give your opinions on 
how things are going. Encourage your team‟s parents to be „Team Supporters‟ 
on the sidelines not „Coaches‟. Having lots of people shouting at the players will 
confuse them and younger players will usually listen to what their parents are 
shouting at them which may be different to what you want the player to do. 
 
PLAYERS PLAY - COACHES COACH - PARENTS PARENT. 
 



The Principals of Coaching 
 
The two main objectives for any soccer practice are: 

(1) to have fun, and  
(2) to learn to become better soccer players.  It is important that you 

develop teaching goals for the season before you start. Use the list of 
age appropriate skills given below as a guideline for things to teach 
during the season. 

 
Why Coach? 
Coaching is much more than teaching technique or X‟s and O‟s.  Coaches can 
have a profound influence on how children view physical activity, themselves, 
and others.  Coaches should be prepared for the responsibility of affecting the 
development of children through youth sports.  Be a positive role model. 

 
Developmentally Appropriate 
One of the most important aspects of structuring your training session is making 
sure that the Activities are „Developmentally Appropriate‟ for the age group you 
are coaching. If an activity is too difficult the child will show signs of frustration. If 
an activity is too easy the child will show signs of boredom. 
 
Clear, Concise and Correct Information 
It is vital to give correct information to young players and at the same time not to 
bore them with long lectures as too much information will overwhelm them. 
 
Simple to Complex 
Plan your training sessions to start simply then progress gradually allowing for 
ongoing modifications and new challenges. 
 
Why Ask Questions, not Give Answers? 
Coaches who use questions to guide player learning are encouraging players to 
think and problem solve, enhancing their understanding and enjoyment of the 
game.   
 
Safe and Appropriate Training Area 
Check the field for glass, large stones, and large holes. Make sure goals are 
secured and that the training area is appropriately sized. 
 
Decision Making 
We have to encourage opportunities for players to make decisions so that 
effective learning can take place. 
 
Implications for the game 
The training activities must in some way reflect the demands a player faces in the 
game. 



 

What does a Good Coach Look Like? 
 Players are active, energetic and playful – and so is Coach. 

 Players experience a fun environment with multiple opportunities to learn. 

 Players‟ attention is on Coach briefly and only when necessary; otherwise 
Coach pays attention to players. 

 Players see eye-to-eye with Coach who meets them at their level – literally 
and theoretically. 

 Players feel included and important regardless of their abilities. 

 Players want to come back to play again – the next day and the next 
season. 

 
General Characteristics of U10 
Once we begin to understand the following general characteristics of this age 
group it will help you plan age appropriate activities for practice sessions. 

 Lengthened attention span 

 Not always constantly in motion. Will hold still long enough for short 
explanations  

 Ability to stay on task is lengthened. They have the ability to sequence 
thought and actions. 

 Greater diversity in playing ability and physical maturity. 

 Skills are emerging. Becoming more predictable and recognizable 

 Gross and small motor skills becoming more refined and reliable. 

 Psychologically becoming more firm and confident 

 Some children begin moving from concrete thinking to abstract thinking. 

 Able to pace themselves, to plan ahead. 

 Increased self-responsibility. They remember to bring their own 
equipment. 

 Starting to recognize basic tactical concepts, but not exactly sure why 
certain decisions are better. 

 Becoming more team orientated 

 Enjoy uniforms and team association 

 Physical and psychological development differences between boys/girls 

 Still mostly intrinsically motivated. Peer pressure starting to be a factor. 

 Some becoming serious about their play ".  Openly, intensively 
competitive, without intention of fouling. 

 Continued positive reinforcement needed 

 Repetition of technique is very important, but it must be dynamic, not 
static. 

 Explanations must be brief, concise, and mention "why". 

 Adult outside of the family may take on added significance. 

 More inclined to WANT to play rather than TOLD to play 



Things You Can Expect 
Some coaches say that the 9 and 10 year-old players are beginning to "turn the 
corner" and starting to look like real soccer players. However, games are still 
frantically paced and unpredictable for the most part.  These players are starting 
to find out how much fun it is to play the game skillfully, but they will still stop and 
laugh if the referee gets hit in the backside with the ball during a game. Some 
other things that we can expect when working with this aged player are: 

• They start to understand offsides, but still forget themselves when the 
goal is in front of them. 
• They will really beat up on each other during practice... especially boy's 
teams. 
• During a game, the parents will scream out "HAND BALL" or "COME ON 
REF, CALL IT BOTH WAYS" at least fifteen times. 
• They might cry after the game if they lose, but will forget it if you ask 
them if you want to go out for burgers and fries. 
• You might actually catch them practicing on their own without you telling 
them to do so. 
• Their parents are telling them to do one thing during the game, you are 
telling them another thing, but what they end up doing might be what their 
friend is telling them to do. 
• You will see a pass that is deliberate. You might even see a "back pass". 
• You will see your first $100 pair of cleats during practice. They will call 
the other team bad names... really bad names. 

 



Typical U10 Training Session 
At this age, there are some children that are becoming more physically mature. 
Among your group, there are now some bigger and faster players whose eye-
hand and eye-foot coordination is a little ahead of the majority of your players. 
Some of your players may also demonstrate a greater capacity to stay focused 
for longer periods of time.At the same time, they are still people of action 
rather than thought. Explanations must still be brief, concise and purposeful. 
What seemed to make sense to them last practice may have to be almost 
relearned at the next practice. Care should be taken with players, regardless of 
athletic ability, to address ball skill, especially in tight spaces.  The faster, 
stronger players should not be encouraged to use their athleticism to solve all 
their  problems. Building comfort with the ball at ages nine and ten will provide 
them with a variety of crucial tools they will need as they get older, and the level 
of ball skill and athleticism rises. Begin to introduce the players to the idea of 
thinking about their decisions and movement as being related to themselves and 
one or at most two of their teammates and one or two of their opponents. 
 

 Important Age for Skill Development  

 Every child should have a ball for warm ups and first activities 

 Introduce small group activities (around 4 players in each group) 

 Add more directional games. Play to targets or zones 

 Play 6v6 scrimmages to goals with goal keepers 

 Start with stretches 

 End with a cool down. 
 

Typical U10 Training Session 
What should be taught? 

Basic Principles of Play 
Attacking 

Penetration 
Support 

Improvisation 
Defending 
Recovery 
Pressure 

Cover 
  
Positions – Players can be exposed and asked to play a position but remember 
these positions are not „fixed‟ as some players will still find it difficult to play a 
position. A recommended „formation‟ would be 3 defenders and 2 attackers (plus 
the goalie). 
 
Activities – One player-One Ball activities such as tag games with the ball, 1v1 
games, 2v2 games, develop towards activities where three or four players work 



together with one ball between them, and small sided scrimmages (6v6). NO 
dribbling in lines around cones. 
 
Skills - Further development of skills taught at lower levels plus the following. 
Technical - Field Play 

• Controlling air balls with the chest. 
• Basic heading. 
• Basic juggling. 
• “Block” tackling. 
• Shooting of falling (bouncing) balls (volley). 
• Dribbling for speed. 
• Passing chipped and cross balls. 
• Instep pass for power. 
• Special moves: 
• 180-degree drag back turn played with either foot. 
• Single scissors feint executed to the right or left. 

Technical - Goalkeeping 
• Catching high balls. 
• Diving from the ready position. 
• Collecting balls from the attacking player‟s feet. 

Tactical - Field Play 
• Wall pass (also know as give and go or 1-2). 
• Importance of the first touch. 
• Immediate transition from defense to offense or vice versa. 
• Role of the second defender (cover). 
• Width in the attack. 
• Player movement on throw-ins. 
• Penalty kicks. 

Tactical - Goalkeeping 
• Calling for the ball when receiving with defending players near. 
• Volley kick (punting) for ball distribution. 

Basic Techniques 
Focus your attention on the listed points for each technique as you 
observe your players. It is important for your players to learn to practice 
techniques properly, but remember that this may take some time - more 
for some techniques than others, and more for some players than others. 
Again, be patient and be encouraging! 
Practice all foot skills with both right and left feet. 
Dribbling 

• Small controlled steps. 
• Ball should be kept close (approximately 2-3 feet) in front of you. 
• Strike the ball with either the instep - toes pointed down, the inside 
of the foot - toes pointed up, 
contact ball midway in foot or outside of the foot - toes pointed 
down. 
• Look up frequently to establish eye contact. 



• Change speed and direction. 
Dribbling to Beat an Opponent 

• Keep the ball close and dribble straight at the opponent. 
• Use sudden movements of shoulders or fakes of body to get 
opponent to lean to one side. 
• Immediately take the ball in the other direction and sprint past. 
• Once past, look up to take a shot or pass. 

Dribbling for Speed 
• Play the ball well out in front. 
• Keep your head up. 
• Play the ball with your instep. 
• Take a few long touches. 

Inside of the Foot Pass 
• Ankle locked. 
• Foot slightly up at the toe. 
• Thigh turned outward. 
• Look up to establish eye contact. 
• Connect with the middle of the ball just before the instep. 
• Follow through (contributes to direction and pace of the pass). 

Outside of the Foot Pass 
• Ankle locked. 
• Foot pointing slightly downward at the toe. 
• Leg swings across the ball. 
• Ball should spin when kicked. 
Instep Pass 
• Non-kicking foot next to ball pointing in direction of pass. 
• Point toes down to make contact with laces. 
• Hit ball in center. 
• Follow through with toes still pointed down. 

Chip Pass 
• Using the instep, approach the ball on a 45 degree angle. 
• Strike the lower part of the ball. 
• Kick underneath the ball. 
• As the ball is hit, hold back on the follow through. 
• Ball will back spin as it lofts into the air. 
Controlling a Pass 
• Move toward the ball (don‟t wait for it to come to you). 
• Inside or outside of the foot used most often. 
• Foot surface first touching the ball should be withdrawn slightly on 
contact to take the momentum out 
of the ball ("cushioning"). 
• Ball should not be stopped completely, but under close control. 
• Redirect ball in front or to the side in anticipation of moving in that 
direction to pass or dribble. 



Controlling Air Balls 
• Controlling the ball using any legal part of the body (NO HANDS 
unless you are the goalie). 
• The controlling surface must "give" on contact to cushion the ball. 
• Ball should stay close to the player (not bounce away). 

Controlling Air Balls using the Instep 
• Meet the ball in the air with the instep. 
• Let the ball land on the laces. 
• As the ball makes contact, pull foot and ball to ground 
(“cushioning”). 
Controlling Air Balls using the Thigh 
• Meet the ball in midair with the thigh. 
• Let the ball land midway between the knee and top of the thigh. 
• Withdraw the thigh on contact, cushioning the ball and allowing it 
to drop to the ground. 

Shooting 
• Head down. 
• Ankle locked with foot pointing downward at the toe. 
• Strike the ball with the laces of the shoe. 
• Accuracy before power (avoid shooting directly at the goalkeeper). 
Instep Volley 
• As the ball comes towards you, face it and point the standing foot 
towards the ball. 
• Point the toes down and keep the ankle locked. 
• Meet the ball with the laces. 
• Kick through the center of the ball. 
• Follow through. 

Shielding 
• Make the body as wide as possible. 
• Bend the knees and keep the legs apart. 
• Keep arms at the sides. 
• Keep your back or one side to the opponent. 
• Keep the ball close. 
• Move in the same direction as the opponent, keeping the body 
between the opponent and the ball. 

Ball Juggling 
• Start by holding the ball in your hands and dropping it onto the 
instep. 
• Point the toes so the instep is level. 
• Kick the ball back up into the hands. 
• See how many times you can hit the ball before catching it. Try 
both feet. 
• Once this has been mastered, try using the thigh or the head. 

Heading 
• Keep the feet shoulder width apart. Bend the knees are arch the 
back from the hips. 



• Keep your eyes on the ball. 
• Make contact with the ball, with your forehead, just below the 
hairline. 
• As the ball approaches, whip your body forward to strike the ball. 
• Use your arms for balance and power. 

Throw-ins 
• Ball MUST go directly over the head. 
• Both hands must remain on the ball (R and L thumbs meet behind 
the ball; thumbs and fingers of both 
hands form a W). 
• Both feet must be on the ground (not necessarily flat; it is 
permissible to drag the toe of the trailing 
foot). 
• As soon as ball is released, player should get back onto the field 
(often to receive a return pass). 

 

 

Coaching Points 
 
Dribbling 

• Keep on toes all the time. 
• Touch ball after every step (keep ball close). 
• Look up after every touch (vision). 
• Find space. 
• Contact (inside, laces, outside) will depend on the direction player 
wants to go. 
• Concentrate on balance. 
• Change speed. 
• Change direction. Accelerate after change of direction. 
• Work on different types of deception (feints). 
• Keep body between ball and opponent. 

Passing 
• Keep on toes all the time (be ready). 
• Look up and take „snapshot‟. 
• Make decision who to pass to, then head down and keep eye on 
ball, ankle locked with toe up, swing 
leg in straight plane, follow through center of ball. 

Receiving 
• Keep on toes all the time (be ready). 
• Get body behind line of ball; look up take „snapshot‟. 
• Make decision where to turn when ball is controlled (away from 
pressure), then keep eye on ball, offer largest area of contact to 
ball, cushion ball by giving slightly on contact, trap towards the 
ground, push ball out to side 1-2 yards (away from pressure) to 
enable to take in stride. 



Session Outlines 
Session Outlines are available on the KMYSA website for your use; however, it is 
not required that you follow these.  You may add/modify them as you feel is 
necessary. 
 
We still encourage training sessions for all age groups to involve players with a 
ball each for warm ups and the first activity or so but based on the development 
characteristics of the different ages. 
 
Activity Checklist 

Ask yourself these questions: 
 Are the activities fun? 

 Are the activities organized? 

 Are the objectives clear? 

 Is there maximum participation of all players? 

 Is creativity and decision making being used? 

 Is the space appropriate for the age group and numbers of players? 

 Is the feedback from the coach appropriate? 

 Are the objectives of the activity related to the demands they will face in a 
game? 



TACTICS 
 

Awareness of Width and Direction 

 
U10 –The Basic Coach’s Guide 
 
Emphasis – Individual technical development. Small group activities which 
encourage decision making.  Players should enjoy their soccer experience and 
want to come back again next season. 
 
Game Knowledge – Trying to „spread the field‟ and create width and length. 
Individual skill moves (turns/cuts etc). 
 
Technical Skills – Coached indirectly through fun games/activities (NO DRILLS) 

1. Running with the ball to attack space and to beat defenders (1v1s) 
2. Passing with inside and outside of foot. 
3. Shooting techniques (driven shots, shots on the bounce etc). 
4. Turning with the ball to beat a defender 
5. Receiving the ball 
6. Shielding the ball 
7. Heading the ball 

 
Tactics – Remember, tactics are not important for the U6-U8 player and should 
not be stressed. As the players mature, and the concept of team play begins to 
develop, the tactical elements can be introduced. Listed below are some basic 
guidelines for the coach, which fall into the realm of tactics.  Technical 
development is still vastly more important than tactics. 

 
General 

• Play quickly but with purpose – discourage kick ball  
• Play positions (the various roles can be understood even as 
players rotate positions). 
• Get open and call for the ball. 
• Look and listen for passing opportunities. 
• Pass and move to space and/or to support. 
• Work to build and maintain triangles - the basic structure for 
passing and support. 
• Always support the player with the ball (forward and rear support 
within passing distance). 

Team Offense 
• Maintain possession of the ball. 
• Keep the offense wide in order to spread (and weaken) the 
opponents‟ defense and to create space for scoring opportunities. 
• Penetrate as deeply as possible with every pass, without unduly 
risking loss of possession. 



• Encouraging the team to attack together in games 
• Finish attacks with shots on goal. 

Team Defense 
• What to do when not in possession of the ball  
• Support and communication are critical. 
• Pressure opponents to decrease their "comfort zone". 
• Delay opponents‟ attack when your team first loses possession of 
the ball to permit defense to regroup. 
• Mark "goal-side" to defend against shots on goal. 
• Mark "ball-side" to defend against easy passes. 
• Maintain defensive balance on the field; guard against reversing 
the ball (crossing passes). 
• Mark tighter as you get closer to your goal. 
• Concentrate defense in front of the goal as the ball approaches 
your goal (limiting space available for goal shots) and direct ball 
away from goal. 
• Encouraging the team to defend together in games 

Kickoff 
• Short pass and dribble. 
• Short pass and pass back (triangle). 
• Note, that the "long boot" is not encouraged ! 

Throw-in 
• Throw to an open teammate if possible (first look for the farthest 
unmarked player). 
• Throw toward the other team‟s goal. 
• Throw down the touchline. 
• Throw to your goalkeeper (this is not considered an illegal pass 
back). 
• Take throw-ins quickly (before the defense can set up) but always 
under control. 
• Throw the ball so that it can be controlled in the air. 
• Thrower should re-enter the field quickly to be open for a return 
pass. 

Goalkicks 
• Big kick up the side of the field. 
• Avoid kicking the ball across the front of your goal. 
• Consider having a defender take goal kicks while the goalkeeper 
maintains position to guard goal. 

Free kick 
• Close to goal, direct - shoot! 
• Close to goal, indirect - short pass and shoot. 
• Far from goal - big kick toward the front of the opponents‟ goal. 

Corner kick 
• Big kick into the opponents‟ goal area. 
• Short pass and dribble or cross. 

 


